Section S1. Struik's protocol
The series of creep experiments on the ultra-stable films was performed by following Struik's protocol (5) as shown in fig. S1 . In Struik's protocol, the measurement time for each creep experiment is less than 10 % of the aging time to avoid that the aging process itself affects the measurement, which should be a "snapshot" of the response at the given aging time. In addition, the sequence of aging times (waiting time: t w ) was set to t w,i+1 = 2t w, so that the successive experiments do not affect each other. 
Section S2. Mixing rule
According to standard mixing rules (43), the modulus for a composite bilayer can be described
where E is the modulus, V is the volume fraction, and subscripts T and P represent amorphous Teflon ® and PIB respectively. Assuming E =F/ɛA, and substituting in to eq 4, we obtain
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where ɛ and A are strain and cross-sectional area respectively. Eq 6 can be rearranged to
The reported E P from a recent study for 20 nm PIB film is 17 MPa (42) , and E T in the current work ranges from 10 10 Mpa to 10 8 MPa, and h P and h T are 20 and 110 nm respectively.
By substituting these values to eq 7, we see that the extracted force for the 110 nm Teflon ® films is within 3% or less of the actual value, thus this represents the error in the high temperature 
